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ABSTRACT

The influence of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) variability on the atmospheric

circulation is investigated in a control simulation of the NCARCommunity Climate SystemModel, version 3

(CCSM3), where the AMOC evolves from an oscillatory regime into a red noise regime. In the latter, an

AMOC intensification is followed during winter by a positive North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). The at-

mospheric response is robust and controlled by AMOC-driven SST anomalies, which shift the heat release to

the atmosphere northward near the Gulf Stream/North Atlantic Current. This alters the low-level atmo-

spheric baroclinicity and shifts the maximum eddy growth northward, affecting the storm track and favoring

a positive NAO. TheAMOC influence is detected in the relation between seasonal upper-ocean heat content

or SST anomalies and winter sea level pressure. In the oscillatory regime, no direct AMOC influence is

detected in winter. However, an upper-ocean heat content anomaly resembling the AMOC footprint pre-

cedes a negative NAO. This opposite NAO polarity seems due to the southward shift of the Gulf Stream

duringAMOC intensification, displacing themaximum baroclinicity southward near the jet exit. As themode

has somewhat different patterns when using SST, the wintertime impact of theAMOC lacks robustness in this

regime. However, none of the signals compares well with the observed influence of North Atlantic SST

anomalies on the NAO because SST is dominated in CCSM3 by the meridional shifts of the Gulf Stream/

North Atlantic Current that covary with the AMOC. Hence, although there is some potential climate pre-

dictability in CCSM3, it is not realistic.

1. Introduction

Much effort has been recently devoted to investigate

and quantify decadal climate predictability, using cou-

pled climate models. Most studies focus on the Atlantic

meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) (Collins

2002; Pohlmann et al. 2004; Collins et al. 2006; Msadek

et al. 2010) or the upper-ocean heat content (Branstator

et al. 2012), which seem especially predictable and may

influence climate fluctuations over the continents, being

thus of particular socioeconomic interest. An influence

of the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation (AMO), which

has been suggested to largely result from AMOC fluc-

tuations, on summer precipitation inNorthAmerica and

Europe, Atlantic hurricane activity, and other climatic

features has been suggested by several empirical and

modeling studies (e.g., Enfield et al. 2001; Sutton and

Hodson 2005; Knight et al. 2006). Changes in the atmo-

spheric circulation and a strengthening of the North At-

lantic storm track have been attributed to the sustained

weakening of the AMOC in most hosing and anthropo-

genic gas forcing experiments with climate models (e.g.,

Stouffer et al. 2006; Brayshaw et al. 2009;Woollings et al.

2012), but control simulations provide a cleaner setup to

detect the influence of the AMOC variability on the at-

mospheric circulation (Msadek and Frankignoul 2009;

Teng et al. 2011; Gastineau and Frankignoul 2012, here-

after GF12). However, because of the natural variability

of the atmosphere, the signal-to-noise ratio is small and

the predictability of the atmospheric signals associated

with the natural variability of AMOC seems weak, albeit

less so on decadal scales (Teng et al. 2011).

For climate forecasts to have predictive value, the

relevant air–sea interactions must be realistic in climate
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models. Since the AMOC variability cannot be esti-

mated reliably from observations over sufficiently long

periods, one cannot directly assess whether the atmo-

spheric response to the AMOC detected in a climate

model is relevant to the real climate system. On the

other hand, one can verify if the air–sea interactions in

the model are consistent with the influence of sea sur-

face temperature (SST) anomalies on the atmospheric

circulation detected in observations at the seasonal

scale, in particular in the North Atlantic sector where an

AMOC impact may be expected. Gastineau et al. (2012,

hereafter GDF) showed that the North Atlantic SST

influence on the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) in

L’Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace Coupled Model, ver-

sion 5 (IPSL CM5), was broadly consistent with the in-

fluence of theNorthAtlantic horseshoe SST anomaly on

the early winter NAO seen in the observations (Czaja

and Frankignoul 1999, 2002). As the horseshoe SST

anomaly was shown by GDF to be correlated in phase

with the AMO at low frequency in both IPSL CM5 and

observations, and the AMO patterns are rather similar,

the air–sea interactions in IPSL CM5 seemed broadly

realistic, suggesting that an AMOC intensification tends

to be followed by a negative NAO during winter. GF12

found a similar AMOC influence on the NAO during

the cold season in five other climate models, but other

models may behave differently.

The aim of this study is to determine whether AMOC

variability in the (relatively) high-resolution T85 version

of the Climate Community System Model, version 3

(CCSM3) (Collins et al. 2006), has a significant impact

onto the large-scale atmospheric circulation and to eval-

uate the degree of realism of such air–sea interactions.

After initial adjustment, the AMOC variability in a

700-yr control simulation showed two different regimes

(see Fig. 1 in Danabasoglu 2008). The AMOC was in a

quasi-oscillatory regime for 300 yr with a 20-yr dominant

period, as investigated by Danabasoglu (2008) and

Tulloch and Marshall (2012). The regime then changed

abruptly, showing weaker and slower red noise–like

fluctuations in the last 250 yr, as analyzed by Kwon and

Frankignoul (2012). Danabasoglu (2008) has suggested

that the 20-yr cycle in the oscillatory regime may reflect

an atmosphere–ocean coupled mode, while Kwon and

Frankignoul (2012) argued that theAMOCvariability in

the red noise regime was dominated by a damped ocean

mode driven by stochastic NAO forcing. Here, we show

that in each regime the AMOC variability has a signif-

icant influence on the atmospheric circulation, albeit

with different and perhaps opposite features. We also

investigate whether the atmospheric response to the

AMOCcan be detected at the seasonal scale using SSTor

upper-ocean heat content anomalies. Finally, we discuss

how the oceanic influence in CCSM3 compares with the

observations.

2. Model

The National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR) CCSM3 with T85 atmospheric resolution

coupled to a 18 ocean model (T85x1) is described in

Collins et al. (2006). The atmospheric component is the

CommunityAtmosphereModel, version 3 (CAM3), with

26 vertical levels and T85 horizontal resolution (ap-

proximately 1.48 resolution). The ocean component is

the Parallel Ocean Program, version 1.4 (POP1.4), with

a zonal resolution of 1.1258 and a meridional resolution

of 0.278 at the equator gradually increasing to a maxi-

mum of approximately 0.68 at about 408N. There are

40 levels in the vertical, whose thickness monotonically

increases from 10m near the surface to 250m below

1500m. The other components, the Community Land

Model, version 3 (CLM3), and the Community Sea Ice

Model, version 5 (CSIM5), have the same horizontal

resolution as the atmospheric and ocean components,

respectively. The control integration uses greenhouse

gases concentrations set to their 1990 levels. The ocean

model was initialized from rest with the January mean

climatological temperature and salinity from Levitus

et al. (1998) and, for the Arctic Ocean, Steele et al.

(2001). The other components were initialized with

January conditions obtained from stand-alone integra-

tions. The control integration was run for 700 yr without

any flux adjustment, as documented inCollins et al. (2006).

After an initial adjustment of 50 yr, the strength of the

AMOC very slowly decreased during the first part of the

integration, stabilizing at about 22Sv (1 Sv[ 106m3 s21).

The AMOC was first in an oscillatory regime with a

dominant period of about 20 yr and an amplitude of 4 Sv

(years 150–449), which was investigated by Danabasoglu

(2008). The regime then changed abruptly, showing

weaker and red noise–like fluctuations of about 2 Sv in

the last 250 yr (years 450–699), with a dominant time

scale (period) of 30–40 yr, which was investigated by

Kwon and Frankignoul (2012).

The atmospheric circulation is largely realistic and the

storm track fairly well represented in CCSM3, but there

are biases in the position of the NAO and other North

Atlantic regimes as the mean Icelandic low is stronger

and displaced southeastward relative to observations

(Alexander et al. 2006), which is a common bias found

in other coupled models. The mean oceanic fields are

broadly realistic but exhibit some significant biases in

the North Atlantic that are also commonly found in

global climate models of similar resolution. Although

the separation of the Gulf Stream (GS) is well located,
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the path of the Gulf Stream/North Atlantic Current

(GS/NAC) is too zonal near the tail of the Grand Banks,

resulting in a large cold and fresh bias near the surface

around 408–508N, 508–208W (Large and Danabasoglu

2006; Danabasoglu 2008). The main deep convection

site in the North Atlantic is centered in the western

subpolar gyre near 548N, 458W. It extends too much to

the southeast and not enough into the Labrador Sea.

Secondary convection sites are located southwest of

Iceland in the Irminger Current and in the northwestern

Nordic Seas, but the deep overflow water is poorly

represented. There are small differences between the

climatology of the two regimes, presumably reflecting

the long spinup time of the deep circulation. In partic-

ular, in the red noise regime the westerlies are somewhat

weaker, the subpolar gyre is slightly weakened and ex-

tended eastward, and the strength of the deep western

boundary current (DWBC) and of the lower branch of

the AMOC are reduced; the GS/NAC is also shifted

south, resulting in a strong cooling along the GS/NAC

(Fig. 1). We will suggest elsewhere that the slow drift in

the model climatology explains the change from an os-

cillatory to a red noise AMOC regime (Y.-O. Kwon and

C. Frankignoul 2013, unpublished manuscript).

3. Statistical method

To remove possible model drift, a second-order trend

was removed from all variables prior to analysis. The

main patterns of covariability between the ocean and

the atmosphere are investigated with a laggedmaximum

covariance analysis (MCA) (von Storch and Zwiers

1999). The MCA isolates pairs of spatial patterns and

their associated time series by performing a singular

value decomposition of the covariance matrix between

two fields. Each field is expanded into orthogonal pat-

terns that maximize their area-weighted covariance, the

time series being orthogonal to one another between the

two fields. Each MCA mode is characterized by its

squared covariance (SC), the correlation R between the

two time series, and the SC fraction (SCF) that it rep-

resents. Because of the stochastic character of the in-

trinsic atmospheric variability, the lagged MCA has

been extensively used to detect oceanic influence on the

atmosphere since the relationships between oceanic and

atmospheric fields are indicative of the influence of the

ocean on the atmosphere when the ocean leads by more

than the atmospheric persistence (Frankignoul et al.

1998). However, other boundary forcing such as sea ice

(e.g., Alexander et al. 2004) or continental snow cover

(Cohen et al. 2007) may also play a role. To establish

whether the MCA modes are meaningful, statistical sig-

nificance was estimated using a moving blocks bootstrap

approach as in Czaja and Frankignoul (2002): each

MCA was repeated 100 times, linking the original oce-

anic anomalies with randomly scrambled atmospheric

ones based on blocks of two successive years to reduce

the influence of possible serial correlation in the atmo-

sphere. The quoted significance levels indicate the per-

centage of randomized SC and R for the corresponding

mode that exceeds the value being tested. It is an estimate

of the risk of rejecting the null hypothesis (there is no

correlation between atmospheric and oceanic anoma-

lies) when it is true. A smaller significance level indicates

stronger evidence against the null hypothesis. TheMCA

isolates pair of spatial patterns, but the singular vectors

associated with the two fields are not linearly related. As

in Czaja and Frankignoul (2002), we show as covariance

maps the homogeneous oceanic patterns and heteroge-

neous atmospheric patterns, which are obtained by re-

gression onto the normalized oceanic time series, since

they represent typical amplitude, preserve linear rela-

tion, and are the most appropriate to describe the at-

mospheric response to ocean changes.

Since ENSO significantly affects the atmospheric cir-

culation in the North Atlantic sector and introduces

a persistent component in the atmospheric fields, it

could bias the estimated response to the AMOC or to

extratropical SST forcing. As shown by Frankignoul and

Kestenare (2002), the bias can largely be avoided if the

ENSO teleconnections are first removed from both the

oceanic and atmospheric variables. This was done sea-

sonally at each grid point by using 3-month running

periods and linear regression on the first two principal

components of SST anomalies in the equatorial Pacific

(12.58S–12.58N, 1008E–808W). The asymmetry in the

response to ENSO (Alexander et al. 2006) and its delay

(small at the seasonal scale) are neglected, so that the

ENSO signal may not be entirely removed.

The MCA was first used to determine if the AMOC

fluctuations influence the large-scale atmospheric cir-

culation in CCSM3. To take into account the seasonal

variability of the atmospheric circulation but highlight

the low frequencies, we use yearly values of the AMOC

streamfunction between 308S and 808N and 3-month

averages of sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies in the

North Atlantic sector (108–808N, 1008W–208E). Hence,

for each year SLP is taken in January–March (JFM),

February–April (FMA),March–May (MAM), etc. (where

each month is described by its first letter). The lag is

given in year, but the effective lag slightly varies with the

season selected for SLP. Prior to each MCA, we apply

a small temporal smoothing (1/4–½–1/4 filter) to the yearly

seasonal SLP and yearly AMOC time series that de-

creases the noise without affecting seasonality. As the

behavior of the AMOC differs in the oscillatory regime
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(years 150–449) and the red noise regime (years 450–

699), the two regimes are considered separately. In both

regimes, however, the strongest covariability between

SLP and the AMOC occurs when the AMOC lags or is

simultaneous with the fall and winter SLP (Fig. 2), re-

flecting the forcing of the AMOC by the NAO in the

cold season, as illustrated for the red noise regime in

Fig. 3 (top). In the oscillatory regime, the covariability

between the AMOC and SLP is stronger, reflecting the

stronger AMOC variability during that period, but the

MCA patterns are nearly undistinguishable (not shown).

As theAMOCresponse has been extensively discussed in

Danabasoglu (2008) and Kwon and Frankignoul (2012),

we focus on the relation between SLP and prior AMOC

variations (lag . 0), which likely reflects an oceanic in-

fluence on the large-scale atmospheric circulation. Be-

cause of the temporal smoothing, results at neighboring

lags are not independent, but the strong simultaneous

FIG. 1. (left) Climatological mean in the red noise regime and (right) mean differencewith the oscillatory regime of

(top) SST (K; color shading) and sea level pressure in the cold season fromNovember toMarch (hPa; contours , zero

line omitted), (middle) AMOC (Sv), and (bottom) 2000–3000-m velocity (cm s21). Note that only the vectors greater

than 0.2 cm s21 are plotted for the mean difference of 2000–3000-m velocity. In the top panels, the red continuous

(dashed) line indicates the Gulf Stream position for the red noise (oscillatory) regime.
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relation between SLP and theAMOC, which reflects the

AMOC response to the atmosphere, only weakly biases

the results when theAMOC leads by 2 yr (lag 2), and the

results only reflect the oceanic influence when the

AMOC leads by 3 yr or more (lag $ 3 yr).

We also use a MCA between seasonal SLP and SST

anomalies to see whether the AMOC imprint on the

atmosphere could be detected in surface data. It fur-

thermore allows the comparison of model and observa-

tions, thus assessing the realismof the air–sea interactions

in CCSM3, as was done for IPSL CM5 by GDF. To

enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, we have also consid-

ered seasonal anomalies of the average temperature in

the upper 200mT0–200m that are proportional to the heat

content of the upper 200m. They are more persistent

than SST anomalies and less strongly affected by

weather fluctuations, thereby more likely to reflect the

AMOC influence. In each regime, the seasonal air–sea

interactions were investigated as a function of time of

year by a MCA between 3-month running averages of

SST or T0–200m anomalies in the domain 108–808N,

1008W–208E and SLP anomalies over the same domain.

The regions where the climatological sea ice coverage

exceeds 50% are excluded from the analysis, but the

results are not sensitive to the precise limits of the do-

main and the sea ice threshold. When SLP leads either

SST or T0–200m (or when they are simultaneous), the

MCAmodes primarily reflect the upper-ocean response

to the main modes of atmospheric variability, as in the

observations. These air–sea interactions have been dis-

cussed by Alexander et al. (2006), who noted that the

main SST anomaly patterns are not very realistic in the

North Atlantic as their centers are overly concentrated

near 458N because of inaccurate representation of the

GS and the subpolar gyre. We investigate below the

relation between seasonal SLP and either SST or T0–200m

anomalies when the ocean leads SLP by at least 2 or

3 months, which has not been discussed previously and

reflects the atmospheric response to the oceanic variability.

We first discuss the red noise regime since the AMOC

might be closer to a statistically steady state (longer

spinup), and the longer AMO time scale is more com-

parable to the approximate time scale of 70 yr estimated

from SST observations and reconstructions (Delworth

and Mann 2000).

4. Oceanic influence on the atmospheric circulation
in the red noise regime

a. AMOC influence

When the AMOC leads SLP, the first MCA mode is

most significant and has the largest covariance for SLP

in winter, with a peak in JFM (Fig. 2, right). The mode is

robust and was also highly significant without temporal

smoothing. A weaker and less robust AMOC influence

is detected in April–June (AMJ) and, with temporal

smoothing, in summer. In JFM, the firstMCAmode is at

least 5% significant in both SC and R until lag 8, with

maximum SCwhen SLP lags theAMOCby 3 yr, and it is

seen at larger lag, reflecting its robustness and the per-

sistence of the AMOC. Themode is well separated as its

FIG. 2. SC (104 hPa2 Sv2) of the first MCA mode between SLP and the AMOC in the (left) oscillatory and (right)

red noise regimes. The light (dark) gray shade indicates SC significance at the 10% (5%) level. The lag is positive

when the AMOC leads and negative when it lags. (A cross indicates the lag for which the patterns will be illus-

trated in Figs. 3 and 10.)
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SCF exceeds 90% until lag 15. As shown by the co-

variance maps in Fig. 3, an intensification of the AMOC

tends to be followed in winter by a positive NAO-like

pattern. The AMOC pattern is nearly identical to the

first empirical orthogonal function (EOF1) of the me-

ridional overturning streamfunction (cf. with Fig. 3 of

Kwon and Frankignoul 2012), typically reaching 1.2 Sv

near 458N. The SLP response resembles a positive

NAO, except that the Icelandic low is 50% deeper than

theAzores high compared to SLPEOF1, reaching about

1.1 hPa north of Iceland for a 0.5-hPa high off the Ibe-

rian Peninsula that corresponds to 20%–30% of the

typical amplitude of the NAO in JFM (after 1/4–½–1/4

smoothing). About 7.5% of the NAO JFM variance is

explained by the atmospheric response. However, as the

AMOC only varies slowly (10-yr e-folding time), the

percentage of explained variance should be larger at low

frequency. The signal is barotropic, without westward

tilt with height (not shown). The correlation between

the MCA time series exceeds 0.25 for SLP lagging by up

to 5 yr, but the correlation might be biased high in

a MCA since the covariance is maximized. The cross-

validated correlation obtained by removing successive

sets of 3 yr before performing the MCA and then using

the MCA patterns to determine the amplitude of the

midyear is lower at lag 3 (R 5 0.18), but it reaches 0.28

at lag 6. In addition, weak but significant correlations

(R ; 0.2) are found independently by correlating the

AMOCEOF1 time series (PC1)with thewinter SLPPC1

lagging by several years. This suggests that the AMOC

influence accounts for a small but significant fraction of

the winter-to-winter NAO fluctuations in the model, in

particular at high latitudes. Since the AMOC variability

is largely driven by the natural variability of the NAO,

a positive NAO driving a stronger AMOC (Fig. 3; see

also Kwon and Frankignoul 2012), the atmospheric re-

sponse to the AMOC acts as a weak positive feedback in

the red noise regime.

The NAO-like response appears to be driven by the

SST and the surface heat flux anomalies induced by the

FIG. 3. (top)Heterogeneous map of the (left) yearlyAMOC (Sv) and (right) homogeneousmap of JFMSLP (hPa)

for the first MCA mode in the red noise regime when SLP leads the AMOC by 1 yr. (bottom) Corresponding ho-

mogeneousmap of the (left) yearlyAMOCand (right) heterogeneousmap of JFMSLPwhen SLP lags theAMOCby

3 yr. SC (104 hPa2 Sv2), R, and their estimated significance level are indicated.
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AMOC changes. Figure 4 shows the lag regression of

a number of fields in JFM (after a 1/4–½–1/4 smoothing)

onto the AMOC time series from the leading MCA

mode between the AMOC and SLP lagging by 3 yr (as

shown in Fig. 3). The spatial anomalies lag the AMOC

time series by 3 yr, so they correspond to the winter SLP

response in the MCA shown in Fig. 3 (similar patterns

would be obtained by regressing on AMOC PC1 with

a 3-yr lag). In the red noise regime, an AMOC in-

tensification is accompanied by a northward shift of both

the GS and the NAC. This causes a strong SST increase

along the GS/NAC, extending well into the eastern

subpolar gyre, together with a weaker cooling to the

south and in the Norwegian Sea (Fig. 4, top left). The

SST pattern changes little with lag, and the SST

anomalies are very small in the North Pacific and the

tropics (not shown). The surface heat flux anomaly (top

right) has a similar pattern, reflecting that the surface

heat flux damps ocean-driven SST anomalies, like in the

observations (Frankignoul and Kestenare 2002). How-

ever, the reduction in oceanic heat loss south of the

NAC is nearly as strong as its increase along the NAC,

so that the anomalous heating resembles a crescent-

shape north–south dipole. This could occur because the

heating associated with a SST front extends downwind

in strong winds as the air temperature does not have

time to adjust to SST changes, so that the heating is

broader and frontal displacements lead to dipolar heating

changes (e.g., Small et al. 2008). Upward heat flux warms

the air over warm SST anomalies; hence, warmer air is

FIG. 4. Regression in the red noise regime of (top left) winter JFM SST (K; mean GS/NAC position in red), (top

right) upward surface heat flux (Wm22; climatology in thin black contours), (bottom left) Eady growth rate

(1022 day21; climatology in red contours with contours at 0.5 and 0.8 day21), and (bottom right) 300-hPa geopotential

height daily bandpass (2.2–6 days) standard deviation (m; climatology in red contours) onto the AMOC time series

obtained at lag 3, lagging it by 3 yr. The thick black contours (omitted for clarity in the top right panel) indicate

5% significance.
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advected over the negative SST anomaly located down-

stream, where it amplifies the downward heat flux.

As shown by its location with respect to the climatol-

ogy, the anomalous heating shifts northward and ex-

tends northeastward, the western subtropical region of

maximum heat release to the atmosphere. This affects

the baroclinicity of the lower troposphere and thus the

synoptic perturbation growth. The maximum Eady

growth rate defined by 0:31f j›u/›zjN21, where f is the

Coriolis parameter, ›u/›z is the zonal wind shear, andN

is the Brunt–V€ais€al€a frequency, governs the amplitude

of the atmospheric perturbations (Hoskins and Valdes

1990). Its climatology (Fig. 4, bottom left, in red) shows

that the region of maximum growth rate at 850 hPa is

located over the GS region from Cape Hatteras to the

Grand Banks of Newfoundland that corresponds to the

location of the largest upward surface heat flux over

the North Atlantic. The anomalous maximum Eady

growth rate shifts the maximum growth rate northward,

and extends its tail end northeastward. This decreases

the storm track over the subtropics, while shifting and

extending it northeastward, as shown by the standard

deviation of the bandpass-filtered (2.2–6 days) 300-hPa

geopotential height calculated from daily outputs (Fig.

4, bottom right), consistent with the positive NAO re-

sponse in Fig. 3. Note that the variability of the North

Atlantic storm track is biased in CCSM3, as the merid-

ional shifts of the storm-track exit are a more prevalent

mode of variability than storm-track strengthening, op-

posite to the observations (Alexander et al. 2006).

In summary, during winter the AMOC variability

modulates the North Atlantic SST and the heat released

to the atmosphere, shifting meridionally the lower-level

baroclinicity and the maximum growth of the transient

eddies. This affects the storm track and leads to a NAO-

like response. The latter has significant climate impacts,

with 850-hPa temperature anomalies coarsely resem-

bling the anomalies observed during a positive NAO

phase (warming in western Europe and much of North

America and cooling over Greenland), together with an

increase in precipitation over Ireland, Scotland, and

Norway and a decrease in a few regions in North

America. The AMOC variability also affects sea ice

concentration, as the ice edge retreats when SST is warmer

and expands when SST is colder. Although the sea ice

concentration changes and the associated heat fluxes

were small (not shown), it is not excluded that they

contribute to the atmospheric response.

b. Air–sea interactions at the seasonal scale

Since it does not take more than a month or two for

the atmosphere to respond to anomalous boundary forc-

ing (Ferreira and Frankignoul 2005; Deser et al. 2007),

and the response strongly depends on the season (Czaja

and Frankignoul 2002), the slowly varying SST changes

caused by the AMOC variability could only influence

the atmosphere via their repeated seasonal impact in

successive years. Hence, if the AMOC influence is suf-

ficiently strong, this seasonal impact should be detect-

able at the seasonal scale in the relation between SST

and the atmosphere. However, local atmospheric forc-

ing may generate SST anomalies similar to the AMOC

footprint, albeit less persistent, which similarly influence

the atmosphere. Hence, as discussed in GDF, signals

detected at the seasonal scale could be attributed to an

AMOC influence if their persistence matches that of the

AMOC or the AMO. In any case, the seasonal analysis

may be used to test the realism of the model air–sea

interactions by comparing them with the observations.

An MCA was thus performed between seasonal SLP

and SST or T0–200m anomalies, independently from the

MCA with the annual-mean AMOC, without applying

any low-pass filtered prior analysis. As illustrated in

Fig. 5, the main covariability occurs when SLP leads or

is in phase, primarily reflecting the oceanic response to

the weather variability. When the ocean leads, the first

MCA mode is only significant in winter. In the MCA

based on SST, statistical significance is limited and the

mode is 5% significant only when SST leads SLP in

FMA by 1, 10, 11, and 12 months (Fig. 5, dashed line).

However, the MCA mode is very robust in FMA when

using T0–200m that is less affected by weather noise than

SST. The SC is at maximum when SLP lags T0–200m by 3

or 4 months, and it remains 5% significant at lag up to at

least 19months, consistent with the strong persistence of

the T0–200m mode (Fig. 5, continuous curve). As the co-

variance maps are very similar in the two cases, we show

the more robust results based on T0–200m (Fig. 6). The

MCA patterns change little with lag, showing that a

T0–200m or SST anomaly resembling the AMOC-driven

FIG. 5. SC (104 hPa2K2) of the first MCA mode as a function of

time lag (month; positive when SLP lags) for SLP anomalies in

FMA and T0–200m (solid curve) or SST (dashed curve) anomalies in

the red noise regime. Full circles indicate 5% significance.
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SST anomaly in Fig. 4, with a strong warming along the

GS/NAC and a slight cooling south of it, precedes a pos-

itive phase of the NAO in winter, again with a deeper

Icelandic low as in Fig. 3. Although the seasonal mode is

most significant 1 month later than in the MCA with the

yearly AMOC (SLP in FMA instead of JFM), it is also

seen in the MCA between SLP in JFM and T0–200m, al-

beit less robustly. Since it has a striking resemblance to

the AMOC imprint on the winter atmosphere, it con-

firms the robustness of the analysis and shows that the

AMOC influence can be detected using upper-ocean

temperature data. This is of interest for climate predic-

tability, since the upper-ocean heat content seems to be

more predictable than the AMOC (Teng et al. 2011).

5. Oceanic influence on the atmospheric circulation
in the oscillatory regime

When the AMOC leads SLP, there is a significant

MCA mode in summer and fall, but not in winter

(Fig. 2). Why no AMOC influence is detected in winter

seems to be due to the different SST fingerprint of the

AMOC. Indeed, an intensification of the AMOC in the

oscillatory regime is accompanied by a southward shift

of the GS and a cooling in the GS region south of

Newfoundland, opposite to the northward shift in the

red noise regime. On the other hand, the NAC shifts

northward farther east, leading to a warming along it

that is similar to the AMOC footprint in the red noise

regime, but for a larger penetration of the SST anoma-

lies into the subpolar gyre. This is illustrated in Fig. 7

(left) by the regression of the surface heat flux in JFM,

lagged by 3 yr, onto the AMOC EOF1 time series that

corresponds to Fig. 4 for the red noise regime. Reflecting

the SSTmodulation by theAMOC (which resembles the

heat flux anomaly), the maximum heat release to the

atmosphere in the oscillatory regime is mostly reduced

and shifted southward west of 508W but increased and

extended northeastward farther east. The AMOC fin-

gerprint on the maximum Eady growth rate is similar, as

FIG. 6. Homogeneous covariance map of T0–200m (K; color

shading) in OND and heterogeneous covariance map of SLP (hPa;

contour interval 0.2 hPa) in FMA, 4months later, for the firstMCA

mode in the red noise regime. SC (104 hPa2K2) and R are given

with estimated significance level.

FIG. 7. Regression of the JFM (left) upward surface heat flux (Wm22; climatology in thin black contours) and

(right) Eady growth rate (1022 day21; contour interval 0.5 1022 day21 and climatology in red with contours at 0.5

and 0.8 day21) onto the AMOC PC1 3 yr earlier in the oscillatory regime. The thick black contour in the right panel

indicates 5% significance.
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the baroclinic growth is reduced and shifted south in the

west (instead of north in the red noise regime) but in-

creased and shifted north in the east (Fig. 7, right). The

conflicting influence on the maximum growth rate sug-

gests a weaker AMOC impact on the atmospheric cir-

culation than in the red noise regime, where the Eady

growth rate shift is northward everywhere, perhaps ex-

plaining the absence of significant winter MCA modes.

Nonetheless, indirect evidence of a winter response to

theAMOC is found in the seasonal analysis based on the

upper-ocean heat content. Indeed, a significant oceanic

influence on the atmosphere in JFM–MAM is detected

in the MCA between T0–200m and SLP, with maximum

significance in FMA. The SC of the first MCAmode has

two maxima when SLP lags by 4 and 15 months, and it is

mostly 5% significant when SLP in FMA lags T0–200m by

at least 20 months. The mode patterns that change very

little with lag are shown in Fig. 8 (top). A strong increase

in the upper-ocean heat content along the NAC and

a strong decrease south of Newfoundland, plus a weaker

one south of the NAC, precedes a SLP pattern broadly

resembling a negative phase of the NAO by several

months. Note that the heat content anomaly near the

Gulf Stream, where the synoptic perturbations have

their maximum growth, is opposite to that in the red

noise regime (cf. with Fig. 6) and that the SLP high and

the low have similar amplitude, unlike in the red noise

regime where the Icelandic low was stronger (see Figs. 3

and 6). Interestingly, the T0–200m anomaly resembles

that obtained by regression onto AMOC PC1 when

AMOC and T0–200m are simultaneous (Fig. 8, middle).

However, as the lag with the AMOC increases, the

similarity in T0–200m patterns decreases because the

warming spreads cyclonically in the subpolar gyre, as

shown for lag 3 (Fig. 8, bottom) where the T0–200m pat-

tern resembles the heat flux pattern in Fig. 7, consistent

with a negative heat flux feedback. That the atmosphere

seems most sensitive to the heat content pattern that

varies in phase with an AMOC intensification may also

explain why no significant AMOC influence was de-

tected in the MCA in Fig. 2, since the simultaneous co-

variability between the AMOC and SLP is dominated

by the atmosphere forcing of the AMOC, thus masking

a possible back interaction. If the T0–200m mode in Fig. 8

was indeed an AMOC footprint, then an AMOC in-

tensification would generate a negative NAO, opposite

to the positive NAO seen in the red noise regime. It

would act as a negative feedback, perhaps contributing

to the shorter AMOC time scale in the oscillatory re-

gime. However, a somewhat different winter SLP re-

sponse is detected in the seasonal MCAwith SST, albeit

lacking robustness, as it is only significant at large lag.

For instance, it is 5% significant when SST leads SLP in

FIG. 8. (top) Homogeneous covariance map of T0–200m (K; color

shading) in OND and heterogeneous covariance map of SLP (hPa;

contours) in FMA, 4 months later, for the first MCA mode in the

oscillatory regime. SC (104 hPa2K2) and R are given with the es-

timated significance level. (middle) Regression of T0–200m (K) in

OND on AMOC PC1 in the oscillatory regime in phase and

(bottom) lagged by 3 yr.
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FMA by 9–16 months. As illustrated in Fig. 9, the mode

has limited resemblance with the T0–200m mode in Fig. 8,

as the SLP pattern is shifted northward and the SST

anomaly includes a strong warming in the Labrador Sea

and a broader subtropical cooling. Hence, the SST

pattern has only limited resemblance with the AMOC

footprint. Altogether, the results suggest that the AMOC

influence on the wintertime atmosphere is not as robust

as in the red noise regime.

On the other hand, theMCAbetween theAMOCand

SLP indicates that in the oscillatory regime the AMOC

influences the atmospheric circulation in summer and

fall (Fig. 2). The strongest signal is found when SLP is in

September–November (SON), as the first MCAmode is

mostly 5% significant for lag up to 8 yr. It shows that an

intensification of the AMOC, also highly similar to

AMOC EOF1, precedes a low centered above Iceland

and typically reaching 0.6 hPa (Fig. 10). The SLP re-

sponse is nearly in spatial quadrature to the model

NAO. It broadly resembles the second SLP EOF in

SON (in both regimes), and it has some (limited) simi-

larity with the east Atlantic pattern or the Scandinavian

blocking. It brings cold air directly over the main deep

convection site in the model, which might precondition

winter convection, perhaps further strengthening the

AMOC, andwarm air over western Europe, where there

is a significant 850-hPa warming exceeding 0.15K over

France, Germany, Sweden, and the British Isles. The

atmospheric response is baroclinic and confined to the

surface (not shown). The lagged regression of the sur-

face heat flux, which resembles the SST footprint of the

AMOC, and the maximum Eady growth rate in SON on

theAMOCMCA time series obtained at lag 3, lagging it

by 3 yr, is given in Fig. 11. It again shows that an in-

tensification of the AMOC is primarily followed in the

oscillatory regime by a cooling and reduced oceanic heat

release in the GS region and south of Newfoundland,

and a warming and enhanced heat release along the

NAC, which is extended more in the subpolar gyre than

in the red noise regime. The heat flux pattern resembles

that in Fig. 7, reflecting that the SST and heat flux

footprint of theAMOC varies very little with the season.

The heat released to the atmosphere is thus shifted south

near the GS but north along the NAC. The maximum

Eady growth rate anomaly reflects this pattern but is

small in the west and only significant near the eastern

FIG. 9. Homogeneous covariance map of SST (K; color shading)

in MJJ and heterogeneous covariance map of SLP (hPa; contour

interval 0.2 hPa) in FMA, 9months later, for the firstMCAmode in

the oscillatory regime. SC (104 hPa2K2) and R are given with the

estimated significance level.

FIG. 10. (left) Homogeneous map of the yearly AMOC (Sv) and (right) heterogeneous map of SON SLP (hPa) for

the first MCA mode in the oscillatory regime when SLP lags by 3 yr. SC (104 hPa2 Sv2), R, and their estimated

significance level are indicated.
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edge of the region of maximum growth, extending it

eastward. As a result, the storm track is shifted south-

ward and the transient activity is reduced over the

British Isles (not shown). However, no significant in-

fluence on SLP could be found during fall when using

either SST or T0–200m in the MCA analysis. It suggests

a limited robustness of the AMOC influence during fall

in the oscillatory regime.

We also investigated the lack of significant MCA

mode during fall in the red noise regime. It was found

that the SST modulation by the AMOC only signifi-

cantly impacted the low-level baroclinicity downstream

of the region of maximum growth, thus weakening but

not shifting meridionally the maximum Eady growth

rate and the storm-track activity (not shown). This

suggests that the atmosphere in CCSM3 ismost sensitive

to meridional shifts in the baroclinicity of the jet exit

region, which would be consistent with the prevalence of

the meridional storm-track shifts over the exit region in

this simulation, as noted by Alexander et al. (2006). In

addition, the heat fluxes and the baroclinicity are weaker

during fall, so it is expected that the AMOC influence

will be weaker. We can also speculate that the limited

robustness of the AMOC influence during fall occurs

because in the model the maximum eddy growth occurs

upstream over land and is thus less sensitive to the

AMOC SST footprint. There is also some significant

summer SLP response to the AMOC, with patterns

similar to those in Fig. 10, except that the SLP low is

displaced eastward and centered over Greenland, while

there is a weaker high over Scandinavia (not shown).

Hints of this response could be found using the MCA

between SST and SLP.

Danabasoglu (2008) has argued that the SST footprint

of the AMOC (Figs. 8 and 11) does not solely reflect

an AMOC influence as the cooling/warming along the

GS/NAC reflected opposing meridional shifts of the

subtropical–subpolar gyre boundary driven by small-

scale features in the local wind stress curl (the quad-

ripolar wind stress curl pattern in his Fig. 6), thus being

only indirectly associated with the AMOC. However,

a closer examination reveals that this wind stress curl

pattern reflects instead the wind vorticity response to the

anomalous crosswind SST gradient caused by the me-

ridional displacements of the GS/NAC front, as the

westerlies along the NAC get stronger over the warm

ocean because of enhanced vertical mixing and vice versa.

This is shown by the regression on the latter in Fig. 12,

where the wind stress curl is positive when SST de-

creases crosswind and negative when SST increases

crosswind (Chelton et al. 2001; O’Neill et al. 2010). A

similar signal is found in the red noise regime, except

that the wind stress curl is positive near the Gulf Stream,

consistent with its northward shift. Because of its small

scale, this local atmospheric response is not detected in

the MCA based on SLP in the North Atlantic sector.

6. Comparison with the observations

Extending the analysis of Czaja and Frankignoul

(2002), GDF used the National Oceanic and Atmo-

spheric Administration (NOAA)–Cooperative Institute

for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES) Twen-

tieth CenturyReanalysis (Compo et al. 2011) during 1901–

2005 to investigate the influence of North Atlantic SST

anomalies on the observed atmospheric circulation. The

FIG. 11. Lagged regression of SON (left) upward surface heat flux (Wm22; climatology in thin black contours),

(right) Eady growth rate (1022 day21; contour interval 0.5 1022 day21 and climatology in red with contours at 0.5

and 0.8 day21) onto the AMOC time series in the oscillatory regime. The thick black contours in the right panel

indicate 5% significance.
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Twentieth Century Reanalysis was forced with the

Hadley Centre Sea Ice and SST dataset (HadISST)

(Rayner et al. 2003) and only assimilates surface pres-

sure reports. GDF used the ensemble-mean 500-hPa

geopotential height anomalies (Z500) that are strongly

linked to SLP because of the equivalent barotropic

character of the main patterns of extratropical atmo-

spheric variability. The warming trend because of in-

creasing greenhouse gas concentrations during the

twentieth century was removed from the SST by linear

inverse modeling (Marini and Frankignoul 2013).

Lacking a better model, a third-order trend was re-

moved from the geopotential height. GDF found that

the first MCAmode was only significant when SST leads

the atmosphere in early winter, with maximum co-

variance when Z500 is in November–January (NDJ).

The mode is robust, showing that a North Atlantic SST

anomaly with a horseshoe pattern precedes an NAO-

like signal (Fig. 13). It resembles that in Czaja and

Frankignoul (2002), except that the warming in the

subpolar region is stronger. This is because of the longer

dataset and the strength of low-frequency fluctuations in

the subpolar domain, which were largely filtered by re-

moving a cubic trend in Czaja and Frankignoul (2002).

The atmospheric response is likely to be a result of the

interaction between the baroclinic response to the as-

sociated anomalous heating and the Atlantic storm

track, but modeling studies have not been successful at

reproducing it (e.g., Peng et al. 2005). GDF have shown

that the observed North Atlantic horseshoe SST is

closely related to the AMO, as it has a similar pattern

(Fig. 14, bottom) and similar low-frequency variability.

In both regimes, however, the corresponding CCSM3

modes (Figs. 6, 8, and 9) compare poorly to the observed

mode in Fig. 13. This occurs because the North Atlantic

SST variability is largely dominated in CCSM3 by the

strong meridional shifts of the GS/NAC, unlike in the

observations. Correspondingly, the AMO pattern in

CCSM3 is not realistic, as noted by Danabasoglu (2008)

and illustrated in Fig. 14. Nonetheless, the mechanism of

the wintertime atmospheric response in CCSM3 seems

similar to that found in climatemodels producing amore

realistic SST pattern, such as IPSL CM5, since in all

cases the response appears to be consistent with AMOC-

driven meridional shifts of oceanic heat release and

baroclinicity in the jet exit region (GF12). However, the

possible link to meridional GS shifts was not investigated

in the other models.

7. Conclusions

In the T85 CCSM3, the influence of the AMOC var-

iability on the large-scale atmospheric circulation, as

detected by MCA between the meridional overturning

streamfunction and SLP, varies with theAMOC regime.

In the red noise regime seen in the last 250 yr of the

control simulation, an AMOC intensification, whose

pattern closely resembles the first AMOCEOF, tends to

lead a positive NAO during winter. The atmospheric

response seems to arise from the northward shift of the

maximum heat release to the atmosphere that is caused

by the northward shift of the GS/NAC driven by or

covarying with an AMOC intensification. This alters the

baroclinicity of the lower troposphere and shifts the

maximum Eady growth rate northward, which similarly

FIG. 12. Regression of SST (K; color shading) and wind stress

curl (contour interval 1028Nm23, zero contour omitted) on the

meridional position of the NAC at 308W in the oscillatory regime.

The mean position of the GS/NAC is given by the yellow curve.

FIG. 13. Homogeneous covariance map of SST (K; color shad-

ing) in JAS and heterogeneous covariance map of Z500 (m; con-

tours) in NDJ from the Twentieth Century Reanalysis. The lag

(months) is indicated (L5 4). SC (106m2K2) and R are given with

the estimated significance level. (Figure from GDF.)
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displaces the North Atlantic storm track and favors

a positive NAO. Although the signal-to-noise ratio is

low, the mode is robust and it is detected at the seasonal

scale detected in the relation between upper-ocean heat

content anomalies and late winter SLP anomalies. How-

ever, the correlation between the AMOC and SLP time

series associated with the first MCA is small (the maxi-

mum cross-validated correlation is 0.29). About 7.5% of

the NAO JFM variance (after 1/4–½–1/4 smoothing) is

explained by the atmospheric response, so that only

a small fraction of the winter-to-winter NAO fluctuations

may be predictable, if the AMOC changes can be pre-

dicted. However, as the AMOC only varies slowly, the

percentage of explained variance should be larger at low

frequency. As theAMOC is largely stochastically forced

by the NAO (Kwon and Frankignoul 2012)—a positive

NAO leading to an intensified AMOC—the atmospheric

response should act as a weak positive feedback, thereby

enhancing the AMOC persistence.

In the oscillatory regime, the AMOC influence on the

large-scale atmospheric circulation seems less robust,

even if the AMOC variability is much stronger with

large oscillations with a 20-yr period. No direct AMOC

influence on SLP could be detected by MCA, but an

upper-ocean heat content anomaly that resembles the

in-phase footprint of the AMOC was found by MCA to

precede a negative NAO in winter. The polarity of the

NAO response, opposite to that in the red noise regime,

seems due to the southward shift of the GS that occurs

during AMOC intensification in this regime, which dis-

places the maximum baroclinicity southward in the jet

exit region. We speculate that the mode could not be

detected in the MCA with the AMOC because the

upper-ocean heat content footprint of the AMOC evolves

rapidly in this regime, reflecting the progressive pene-

tration of heat content anomalies into the subpolar gyre.

Indeed, the upper heat content pattern detected in the

seasonal analysis only resembles theAMOC footprint at

zero lag. Since the MCA between AMOC and SLP is

dominated at zero lag by the AMOC response to the

atmosphere, its back interaction on the atmosphere is

masked and cannot be detected without lagging the

AMOC, which alters its heat content footprint. A winter

mode is also found using SST in the seasonal analysis,

but with somewhat different patterns, suggesting that

the wintertime climatic impact of the AMOC lacks ro-

bustness. Nonetheless, if an AMOC intensification is

forcing a negative NAO in this regime, it would act as

a weak negative feedback, thus reducing the AMOC

time scale and favoring the oscillatory behavior. Note

that Teng et al. (2011) also found that an AMOC in-

tensification tends to drive a negative NAO in winter in

the lower-resolution T42 CCSM3 that also has a strong

20-yr variability. In the oscillatory regime, a significant

AMOC influence is detected by MCA during fall and

summer, when an intensification of theAMOCprecedes

an east Atlantic pattern–like SLP signal. However, the

mode is not detected in the MCA based on either sea-

sonal upper-ocean heat content or SST anomalies. This

suggests that the atmospheric response to the AMOC is

less robust in the oscillatory regime. Hence, although

the AMOC is more predictable in the oscillatory regime

(20.5 autocorrelation at a lag of 11 yr) than in the red

noise regime (10-yr e-folding time), its climate impacts

are likely to bemore predictable in the red noise regime,

where theAMOC influence on the winter NAO is larger

and more robust.

FIG. 14. (top) AMO (K) defined by the regression of the 10-yr

low-pass filtered, meanAtlantic SST over 108–608Nonto the SST in

the red noise regime of CCSM3 and (bottom) after subtraction of

the global trend in HadISST.
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A likely cause for the different atmospheric response

to the AMOC in the two regimes is the different SST

footprint of an AMOC strengthening along the GS/

NAC front, which evolves from an east–west dipole

(southward shift of the GS and northward shift of the

NAC) in the oscillatory regime into a monopole

(northward shift of both GS and NAC) in the red noise

regime. We speculate that the GS link to the AMOC

differs in the two regimes because of the different

strength of the DWBC when it meets the GS near Cape

Hatteras (Fig. 1). In the oscillatory regime, theDWBC is

strong and the bottom vortex stretching because of its

strengthening may shift the GS south, as discussed by

Zhang and Vallis (2007). In the red noise regime, the

DWBC is weaker and the vortex stretching is unable to

compensate the northward shift caused (in both re-

gimes) near the western flank of theMid-Atlantic Ridge

by its crossing under the NAC. Which regime is more

realistic is difficult to ascertain, however, as modeling

and observational studies give conflicting results. Indeed,

oceanic hindcasts generally show that the GS shifts

northward when the AMOC and the subpolar gyre

strengthen in response toNAO forcing (e.g., deCoëlogon

et al. 2006; Kwon et al. 2010), while in the Geophys-

ical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Climate Model, ver-

sion 2.1 (GFDL CM2.1), an AMOC strengthening is

associated with a weaker subpolar gyre and a southward

GS (Zhang 2008). Joyce and Zhang (2010) give some

observational support for the latter relation, but there is

little consensus on pastAMOC variations or the relation

between subpolar gyre and AMOC changes. The dif-

ferent GS shifts influence differently the oceanic heat

release to the atmosphere and the low-level baroclinicity

in the storm track. In the oscillatory regime, cooling in

the GS region shifts the maximum Eady growth rate

southward in the jet exit region, but warming along the

NAC shifts it northward, resulting in conflicting in-

fluence on the growth of transient eddies, although the

former effect seems to dominate. In the red noise re-

gime, on the other hand, the low-level maximum baro-

clinicity is shifted northward all along the GS/NAC,

resulting in a more robust impact on the NAO. Our

hypothesis of a high sensitivity of the atmosphere in

CCSM3 to the meridional shifts of the baroclinicity in

the jet exit region needs to be verified, but it seems

consistent with the fact that, in CCSM3, the meridional

shifts of the storm track in the jet exit are a more prev-

alent mode of variability than storm-track strengthening

(Alexander et al. 2006). However, small changes in the

climatology may also contribute to the different atmo-

spheric response in the two regimes, as the GS/NAC is

farther south and the surface westerlies slightly weaker

in the red noise regime. A high sensitivity to meridional

shifts in atmospheric baroclinicity may also explain the

lack of robustness of the fall response in the oscillatory

regime and the absence of a fall response in the red noise

regime, since the SST footprint of the AMOC did not

meridionally shift the baroclinicity in this season. In

addition, the heat fluxes and the baroclinicity are weaker

during fall, so it is expected that the AMOC influence

will be weaker. We can also speculate that the limited

robustness of the AMOC influence during fall occurs

because in the model the maximum eddy growth occurs

upstream over land and is thus less sensitive to the

AMOC SST footprint. The seasonal change of the mean

atmospheric state could also be crucial, as in Peng et al.

(1997).

The strong impact of frontal displacements in CCSM3

is also seen locally in the relation between surface wind

vorticity and GS/NAC displacement that is consistent

with the response of the atmospheric boundary layer

to the anomalous crosswind SST gradient. Hence, the

quadripolar wind stress curl pattern associated in the

oscillatory regime with the AMOC does not reflect

the wind stress curl forcing of the subtropical–subpolar

gyre boundary, as hypothesized by Danabasoglu (2008),

but reflects the local response to the frontal shift co-

varying with the AMOC.

An influence of AMOC-driven meridional shifts

in the low-level baroclinicity was also found in IPSL

CM5 and in five other climate models using a lower-

atmospheric resolution (GF12). However, the winter re-

sponse to an AMOC intensification was a negative NAO

in these models, as the SST footprint of the AMOC was

different, resulting in particular in a southward shift of

the maximum Eady growth rate, albeit with no obvious

link to GS path changes. The mechanism of the atmo-

spheric response thus appears to be similar in each

model, but the AMOC influence on the upper ocean

may be different. This emphasizes the need to compare

the atmospheric response to oceanic forcing with ob-

servational evidence. This was done for IPSL CM5 by

GDF, who found a good agreement between the winter

atmospheric response to North Atlantic SST anomalies

in the model and the observed influence of the North

Atlantic horseshoe SST anomaly on the NAO in early

winter (Czaja and Frankignoul 1999, 2002). A similar

comparison indicates that in both CCSM3 regimes, the

influence of SST or upper-ocean heat content anomalies

on the atmospheric circulation that was detected at

the seasonal scale does not compare favorably to the

observations because the SST anomaly patterns are

strongly influenced in CCSM3 by themeridional shifts of

the GS and the NAC, which is not realistic. The dis-

crepancy with the observations is also apparent in the

AMO pattern, which in both regimes compares poorly
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to the observed one, as noted by Danabasoglu (2008).

Hence, although the AMOC influence on the atmo-

sphere that we have documented for CCSM3 raises the

hope that some low-frequency NAO variations might

be predictable, in particular in the red noise regime, the

signal will not be realistic. This should also be kept in

mind when investigating climate changes, stressing the

need to test the air–sea interactions in climate models.
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